MEET THE AMAZING YSJ TEAM

Chief Editor, providing vision & direction for student team: 60 students across 4 teams & 11 timezones: editorial, production, marketing & outreach.

Head of Outreach, establishing hubs & reaching out to top student science researchers worldwide.

Senior Physics Editor, editing & assigning articles.

Head of Partnerships, linking with partners, ambassadors, supporters & sponsors (PASS).

Head of Production, building our beautiful new website & rock solid infrastructure.

Head of PR & Marketing, managing our communications, branding & social media people.

Lead teacher in a school Hub.

YSJ presented the perfect opportunity for my students that blended well with my ambition to set up some independent research in our school.

Students have been involved in running future technology themed art/writing competition & journal events, setting up of YSJ Society, a science writing club for younger students and fortnightly meetings to present & discuss STEM topics.

Students communicate through Slack, meet weekly & are proactive in delegating assignments across the team & the hub leader chasing people up, including myself!
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Creating an integrated culture & strong brand so that everyone works together on message.

Organising the first Lahore Science Mela & founding my own university science journal Spectra, thanks to my training at YSJ.

Getting quality submissions published quickly.

Creating a new easy-to-use article submissions system.

Keeping a team motivated to contribute year-round.

Building the first PR & Marketing Team with structures which can be carried on for the next generation.

These are the most enthusiastic & passionate individuals I have ever worked with! YSJ has spectacular momentum and is a powerful platform to make a difference to young people in STEM.

Starting newsletters for PASS organisations & assisting hub set up at my old school after graduating by reaching out to my previous teachers.

Learning to adjust to working with fellow team members from different countries & cultures!

Persistence in pursuit of goals; Confidence in meeting diverse people; Effectively expressing ideas.

Ambassador & Mentor to, the editorial team

Inspiring young people to aim high & work hard to achieve their dreams.

Sharing my story from 17 year old YSJ author to my role today.

YSJ members get to work with a team of like-minded individuals. They have a platform for their work which they normally wouldn't have. Members also gain numerous transferable skills that will make their CV stand out!

Mentor & Co-Founder: I set up the journal at my school in 2006 & have mentored the student team ever since

Being inspired by the incredibly talented students I've worked with over the years.

Confidence, international networking, professional science publishing skills.
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